Birds Netting Installed Under Entryway

**Location:** Anahiem, CA

**Bird Problem:** Bird’s seek out shelter like that of the transit center in Irvine for perfect locations within which to build nests. Due to the protection from the environment and predators, birds were congregating on the beams beneath the roof and building nests.

**Product Installed:** Bird Net 2000™ Heavy Duty Netting

**Product Details:** Bird Net 2000™ is a heavy duty polyethylene netting used to prevent birds from accessing unwanted areas. The bird netting was able to be installed around the perimeter and beneath the roof’s beams in order to completely prevent them from physically accessing the area.

The transit center’s architectural design was a safe haven for pigeons and other birds.

Once installed, the netting becomes virtually invisible and the birds have fled the area.

Bird Netting was installed under the beams as a barrier to block birds.

The city no longer has to pay for routine maintenance to clean up under the bridge.